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Abstract

Hydrologists have been struggling over the past decades to improve rainfall-runoff models. As a consequence, models

proposed 20–30 years ago still keep evolving as progress is made in the understanding of catchment hydrological behaviour.

Here we present the GR4J model, a daily lumped rainfall-runoff model which is the result of a continuous improvement process

over the last 15 years. The article provides the mathematical formulation of a new four-parameter version of the model.

Model performance is assessed on a large sample of catchments: compared to other rainfall-runoff models, the GR4J

performance is among the best ones. It also gives better results than the previous three-parameter model version, especially in

the simulation of low flows. The tests indicate that a four-parameter structure corresponds to the maximum level of complexity

that could be afforded in the model. Adding more free parameters did not bring significant improvements. The gain in model

robustness with this new version should enhance the confidence in the practical use of this simple model for water engineering

and resource management. The discussion underlines the potential limits introduced in the modelling process when one relies

on a priori concepts in building a model structure and it stresses the value of large catchment samples to assess models.

q 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Achieving better streamflow simulations is an

objective common to most hydrologists involved

in rainfall-runoff modelling. Today, potential gains

in model performance become all the more valuable

as models are increasingly used for water resource

engineering applications. As operational requirements

are often found to be best served by lumped soil

moisture accounting (SMA) models, this article will

focus on this type of models.

A twofold problem appears when attempts are

made to build efficient rainfall-runoff models or to

improve existing ones. First, a structure—i.e. an

ensemble of mathematical functions and devices—

must be chosen to reflect the hydrological behaviour

at the catchment scale. This requires appropriate

criteria by which the expected model qualities can be

judged. However, it is difficult to set a definite

structure for a given model, mainly because today,

no widely accepted general hydrological theory is

available to simulate catchment behaviour.

Second, one must find an adequate level of

complexity for the proposed model structure—i.e.

the number of free parameters—that will guarantee

optimal performance. Here again, it is difficult to find
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the appropriate number of degrees of freedom: too few

will prevent the model from being sufficiently

flexible, too many will lead to problems of parameter

definition and model robustness. Structure and

complexity are linked and must be considered

together while the model is being developed.

Generally, more mathematical functions in the

model means more parameters.

Several approaches can be followed to improve

streamflow simulations, depending on what the

modeller perceives as the main source of uncertainty

in the modelling process: inputs, determination of

model parameter values, model structure. A possible

way to improve flow simulation is to use the existing

model structures as a starting point and then try to

modify them. Today, most models are the result of

a continuous development process: for example

Sugawara (1995) explains how the Tank model was

progressively developed, after the end of World War

II, from a single reservoir built as an analogue

computer to the present version with its more complex

structure made of a series of linear stores.

Several successive modifications were also introduced

to the structure of other models such as the IHACRES

(Ye et al., 1997), HBV (Lindström et al., 1997),

SMAR (Tan and O’Connor, 1996), TOPMODEL

(Beven, 1986) and Xinanjiang (Jayawardena and

Zhou, 2000). In most cases, the proposed

modifications aimed to improve model sub-processes,

but the gains in model performance were not always

as large as expected.

In a previous study, Perrin et al. (2001a) assessed

19 existing daily rainfall-runoff models and their

results suggested that (1) the definition of the

structure of the model plays a key role in its

reliability, (2) a complexity of three to five

parameters in the model is sufficient to obtain

satisfactory performances at a daily time-step,

(3) comparative exercises can open ways to improve

models starting from very simple structures and

making them progressively more complex. The next

stage in this research was to try to

improve streamflow modelling efficiency. A good

candidate for such an improvement process was the

three-parameter GR3J model proposed by Edijatno

et al. (1999). It was the simplest model tested by

Perrin et al. (2001a) and had proved to be a good

basis in terms of efficiency.

The objectives of this article are (i) to give an exact

description of the improved version of the GR3J

model, here called GR4J, by providing a detailed

layout of the mathematical model structure

(Section 2), (ii) to present the results of model

applications as compared with those of other models

and demonstrate the gains in model performance and

reliability over the former model version (Section 3),

and (iii) to discuss the key aspects of the model

development and improvement process (Section 4).

2. GR4J: a daily four-parameter rainfall-runoff

model

The GR4J model (which stands for modèle du

Génie Rural à 4 paramètres Journalier) is a daily

lumped four-parameter rainfall-runoff model.

It belongs to the family of soil moisture accounting

models. The GR4J model is the last modified version

of the GR3J model originally proposed by Edijatno

and Michel (1989) and then successively improved by

Nascimento (1995) and Edijatno et al. (1999).

2.1. The choice of a spatial resolution

Though many models adopt a spatially distrib-

uted approach today, a lumped one was chosen for

the GR4J model for three main reasons. First,

although we have a fairly good understanding of

some processes occurring in nature such as inter-

ception by the vegetation canopy, infiltration in

homogeneous soils, etc. we are still unclear about

the most important subsoil processes and, moreover,

we do not know how these processes act at the

catchment scale. Up to now, in spite of the great

many scientific publications, nobody has been able

to predict the response of any natural land-surface to

a given rainfall event. Therefore, we consider that a

sensible first move is to try to determine how a

catchment works as a whole.

A second reason is that each of the building blocks

of any distributed model is itself a lumped rain-

fall-runoff model. Before gathering an ensemble of

elementary models, it is worthwhile to improve the

devices that will be used as constituents.

Last, the practical superiority of distributed or

semi-distributed approaches over lumped ones for
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streamflow simulation has not been clearly

demonstrated yet (see e.g. Loague and Freeze, 1985;

Michaud and Sorooshian, 1994; Refsgaard and

Knudsen, 1996; Loumagne et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,

2003 cited by Boyle et al., 2001)

2.2. Model description

Here we give a summary description of the GR4J

model, as proposed by Perrin (2000). The bases of

the discrete equations presented below can be found

in the previous references dealing with the former

versions of the model. To avoid confusion in the

sequence and nature of model operations, the

corresponding FORTRAN code is available on the

Cemagref Web site.1 Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the

model.

In the following, for calculations at a given time

step, we note P the rainfall depth and E the potential

evapotranspiration (PE) estimate that are inputs to the

model. P is an estimate of the areal catchment rainfall

that can be computed by any interpolation method

from available raingauges. E can be a long-term

average value, which means that the same PE series is

repeated every year.

All water quantities (input, output, internal

variables) are expressed in mm, by dividing water

volumes by catchment area, when necessary. All the

operations described below are relative to a given

time step and correspond to a discrete model

formulation (obtained after integration of the

continuous formulation over the time step).

Determination of net rainfall and PE. The first

operation is the subtraction of E from P to determine

either a net rainfall Pn or a net evapotranspiration

capacity En: In GR4J, this operation is computed as

if there were an interception storage of zero capacity.

Pn and En are computed with the following

equations:

If P $ E; then Pn ¼ P 2 E and En ¼ 0 ð1Þ

otherwise Pn ¼ 0 and En ¼ E 2 P ð2Þ

Production (SMA) store. In case Pn is not

zero, a part Ps of Pn fills the production store. It

is determined as a function of the level S in

the store by:

Ps ¼

x1 1 2 S
x1

� �2
� �

tanh Pn

x1

� �
1 þ S

x1
tanh Pn

x1

� � ð3Þ

where x1 (mm) is the maximum capacity of the

SMA store. Eqs. (3) and (4) below result from the

integration over the time step of the differential

equations that have a parabolic form with terms

in ðS=x1Þ
2; as detailed by Edijatno and Michel

(1989).

In the other case, when En is not zero, an actual

evaporation rate is determined as a function of the

level in the production store to calculate the quantity

Es of water that will evaporate from the store. It is

obtained by:

Es ¼
S 2 2 S

x1

� �
tanh En

x1

� �
1 þ 1 2 S

x1

� �
tanh En

x1

� � ð4Þ

Fig. 1. Diagram of the GR4J rainfall-runoff model.

1 http://www.antony.cemagref.fr/webqhan/projets%20themes/

Hydrologie/Code%20fortran.htm.
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The water content in the production store is then

updated with:

S ¼ S 2 Es þ Ps ð5Þ

Note that S can never exceed x1: A representation of

the rating curves obtained with Eqs. (3) and (4)

is shown in Fig. 2.

A percolation leakage Perc from the production

store is then calculated as a power function of

the reservoir content:

Perc ¼ S 1 2 1 þ
4

9

S

x1

� �4
" #

21=4( )
ð6Þ

Perc is always lower than S: The reservoir content

becomes:

S ¼ S 2 Perc ð7Þ

The introduction of a percolation function from

the production store constitutes one of the main

differences with the previous GR3J version proposed

by Edijatno et al. (1999). Such a percolation

(or infiltration) function from a production store

exists in many conceptual models, for example in the

model proposed by Georgakakos and Baumer (1996).

The percolation function in Eq. (6) occurs as if it

originated from a store with a maximum capacity of

9=4x1: Given the power law of the mathematical

formulation, this means that the percolation does not

contribute much to the streamflow and is interesting

mainly for low flow simulation.

Linear routing with unit hydrographs. The total

quantity Pr of water that reaches the routing functions

is given by:

Pr ¼ Perc þ ðPn 2 PsÞ ð8Þ

Pr is divided into two flow components according to a

fixed split: 90% of Pr is routed by a unit hydrograph

UH1 and then a non-linear routing store, and the

remaining 10% of Pr are routed by a single unit

hydrograph UH2. With UH1 and UH2, one can

simulate the time lag between the rainfall event and

the resulting streamflow peak. Their ordinates are

used in the model to spread effective rainfall over

several successive time steps. Both unit hydrographs

depend on the same time parameter x4 expressed in

days. However, UH1 has a time base of x4 days

whereas UH2 has a time base of 2x4 days. x4 can take

real values and is greater than 0.5 days.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the behaviour of the production functions (Es=En : solid line; Ps=Pn : dashed line) as a function of storage rate S=x1 for

different values of En=x1 or Pn=x1:
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In their discrete form, unit hydrographs UH1 and

UH2 have n and m ordinates, respectively, where n

and m are the smallest integers exceeding x4 and 2x4;

respectively. This means that the water is staggered

into n unit hydrograph inputs for UH1 and m inputs

for UH2. The ordinates of both unit hydrographs

are derived from the corresponding S-curves

(cumulative proportion of the input with time)

denoted by SH1 and SH2, respectively. SH1 is

defined along time t by:

For t # 0; SH1ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð9Þ

For 0 , t , x4; SH1ðtÞ ¼
t

x4

� �5=2

ð10Þ

For t $ x4; SH1ðtÞ ¼ 1 ð11Þ

SH2 is similarly defined by:

For t # 0; SH2ðtÞ ¼ 0 ð12Þ

For 0 , t # x4; SH2ðtÞ ¼
1

2

t

x4

� �5=2

ð13Þ

For x4 , t,2x4; SH2ðtÞ¼12
1

2
22

t

x4

� �5=2

ð14Þ

For t$2x4; SH2ðtÞ¼1 ð15Þ

UH1 and UH2 ordinates are then calculated by:

UH1ðjÞ ¼ SH1ðjÞ2 SH1ðj 2 1Þ ð16Þ

UH2ðjÞ ¼ SH2ðjÞ2 SH2ðj 2 1Þ ð17Þ

where j is an integer. If 0:5 # x4 # 1; UH1 has a

single ordinate equal to one and UH2 has only two

ordinates. Fig. 3 shows an example of unit hydrograph

ordinates for x4 ¼ 3:8 days.

Catchment water exchange. A groundwater

exchange term F that acts on both flow components,

is then calculated as:

F ¼ x2

R

x3

� �7=2

ð18Þ

where R is the level in the routing store, x3 its

‘reference’ capacity and x2 the water exchange

coefficient. x2 can be either positive in case of water

imports, negative for water exports or zero when there

is no water exchange. The higher the level in the

routing store, the larger the exchange. In absolute

value, F cannot be greater than x2 : x2 represents the

maximum quantity of water that can be added

(or released) to (from) each model flow component

when the routing store level equals x3:

Fig. 3. Example of the ordinates of UH1 and UH2 for parameter x4 ¼ 3:8 days.
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Non-linear routing store. The level in the routing

store is updated by adding the output Q9 of UH1 and

F as follows:

R ¼ maxð0;R þ Q9 þ FÞ ð19Þ

The outflow Qr of the reservoir is then calculated as:

Qr ¼ R 1 2 1 þ
R

x3

� �4
" #21=4( )

ð20Þ

Qr is always lower than R; as shown in Fig. 4.

The level in the reservoir becomes:

R ¼ R 2 Qr ð21Þ

Note that, although the reservoir can receive a water

input greater than the saturation deficit x3 2 R at the

beginning of a time step, the level in the reservoir can

never exceed the capacity x3 at the end of a time step,

as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the capacity x3 could be

called the ‘one day ahead maximum capacity’.

This routing store is able to simulate long streamflow

recessions, when necessary.

Total streamflow. Like the content of the routing

store, the output Q1 of UH2 is subject to the same water

exchange F to give the flow component Qd as follows:

Qd ¼ maxð0;Q1 þ FÞ ð22Þ

Total streamflow Q is finally obtained by:

Q ¼ Qr þ Qd ð23Þ

2.3. Model parameters

In the GR4J model, four parameters have to be

optimised:

x1 : maximum capacity of the production store

(mm)

x2 : groundwater exchange coefficient (mm)

x3 : one day ahead maximum capacity of the

routing store (mm)

x4 : time base of unit hydrograph UH1 (days)

Here, the capacity of the production store is

optimised whereas it was a fixed parameter with a

value of 330 mm in GR3J. All four parameters are real

numbers. x1 and x3 are positive, x4 is greater than 0.5

and x2 can be either positive, zero or negative.

Note that some figures in the model equations may

appear as fixed parameter values, e.g. a power 4 in

Eqs. (6) and (20), a fixed split 10–90% of effective

rainfall, a 2.5 exponent in the computation of the unit

hydrographs, a 2.25 coefficient related to the

percolation function in Eq. (6). These values were

chosen as those yielding the best model results in

many different test conditions. They were fixed

because leaving them free did not significantly

improve (or even degraded) the model results while

adding unhelpful complexity to the model structure.

The case of the fixed split of effective rainfall may

appear surprising: in some other models

(e.g. IHACRES), this split is used to identify quick

and slow flow components and is determined by a free

parameter or even as a function of a level in a model

store that varies in time. Here we chose not to

introduce a priori ideas on how this split could be

made while building the model structure.

Indeed, when we tried to let this split free in the

model structure, no significant improvement of model

efficiency could be obtained, indicating that the

usefulness of this additional parameter could not

be confirmed by the data. Fixing this coefficient in the

model structure did not prevent from obtaining

almost as satisfactory results.

Most optimisation algorithms used to calibrate the

model parameters require knowledge of an initial

parameters set. This initial set may consist of median

values obtained on a large variety of catchments

(see Table 1). Approximate 80% confidence intervals
Fig. 4. Illustration of the outflow Qr from the routing reservoir as a

function of the level in the store after the introduction of input Q9:
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for the four parameters are provided in Table 1.

They were derived from the 0.1 and 0.9 percentiles of

the distributions of model parameters obtained over a

large sample of catchments. Given the small number

of model parameters, simple optimisation algorithms

are generally capable of identifying parameter values

yielding satisfactory results. The choice of an

objective function depends on the objectives of

model user. Note that care should be taken to set

appropriate initial conditions of the internal state

variables in the model to avoid discrepancies at

the beginning of the simulation periods. One year can

be used for model warm-up at the beginning of each

simulation, as done, for example, by Chiew and

McMahon (1994).

3. Results of model application

In this section, we assess the value of the GR4J

model for streamflow modelling.

3.1. Comparative assessment of model performances

The evaluation of model performances in absolute

terms is difficult and it is better to use benchmark

references as advocated for example by Seibert

(2001). One possibility is to evaluate performances

in a comparative way by testing several models on the

same study cases; one of these models, either very

simple and/or generally accepted as being a standard

in modelling, might be considered as a reference.

A few comparative studies have already been carried

out in different climatic contexts (e.g. WMO, 1975;

Chiew et al., 1993; Michaud and Sorooshian, 1994;

Refsgaard and Knudsen, 1996), to examine the

differences between several models or modelling

approaches.

Here, the evaluation of the GR4J model

performances was carried out in a comparative way

according to the approach adopted by Perrin et al.

(2001a). Full details of the methodology can be found

in their article and only a brief outline of the test

conditions is given below:

† test sample of 429 catchments situated in different

climate conditions, from semi-arid to temperate

and tropical humid. For each catchment,

between two and six non-overlapping, one- to

eight-year long periods, were selected from the

data record;

† split-sample test scheme for an evaluation of model

performances in simulation mode, with a total of

3204 simulation tests;

† five criteria (CR1–CR5) were used to judge model

efficiency. These criteria are:

CR1: the classical Nash–Sutcliffe (Nash and

Sutcliffe, 1970) criterion,

CR2: the Nash–Sutcliffe criterion calculated on

square root transformed streamflow,

CR3: the Nash–Sutcliffe criterion calculated on

the logarithm transformed streamflow,

CR4: a criterion of absolute error,

CR5: a water balance criterion.

All criteria vary in the interval �21; 1�; 1 meaning

a perfect agreement. Criterion CR2 is also used as an

objective function to calibrate models, since it was

found to be of general interest, i.e. not too specific to

any particular model application: CR2 is a median

way between CR1 that puts emphasis on the

simulation of flood events and CR3 that puts emphasis

on the quality of low flow simulation.

All results presented here were obtained in

simulation mode. The performances of the GR4J

model were compared to those of the 19 models tested

in Perrin et al. (2001a), that are also lumped rainfall-

runoff models with various levels of complexity (at

most, nine parameters to be optimised). The GR3J

model from which the GR4J model was derived is one

of these models. A hypothetic model, defined as an

envelope curve and gathering the best performance

among all models for each catchment (see Perrin et al.,

2001a), was also used as an upper bound of model

performances (called the Mav model in the

following). Fig. 5 shows the distribution of results

Table 1

Values of median model parameters and approximate 80%

confidence intervals

Median value 80% Confidence interval

x1 (mm) 350 100–1200

x2 (mm) 0 25 to 3

x3 (mm) 90 20–300

x4 (days) 1.7 1.1–2.9
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obtained for all models in the case of criterion CR2;

the more the curve on the left hand side of the

graph, the better the performance of a model.

The distributions indicate that the GR4J model

performs fairly well in comparison with the 19 other

models. The distribution curve of its efficiency is even

closer to that of the Mav model than the other

distributions are.

3.2. Performances improvement from GR3J to GR4J

Table 2 shows the mean performances on the 429

catchments by both GR3J and GR4J models according

to the five criteria. To quantify the improvement

obtained with the new GR4J model, we used the r2

statistics proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe (1970)

and used, for example, by Senbeta et al. (1999). It is

given by:

r2 ¼
R2 2 R1

1 2 R1

ð24Þ

where R1 and R2 are the efficiencies obtained by the

original and modified model versions, respectively.

This statistic compares the improvement achieved

when going from model version #1 to #2 to

the maximum possible improvement that might be

achieved if one could build a perfect model

(efficiency equal to 1). Initially proposed for the

Nash–Sutcliffe criterion, this statistic can be applied

to the five proposed evaluation criteria since they all

vary within the same interval �21; 1�: Senbeta et al.

(1999) consider in their study that a value of r2 greater

than 10% indicates a significant improvement of

model performance in the case of the Nash–Sutcliffe

criterion. However, this threshold of significance is

usually chosen subjectively and depends largely

on modeller experience and on the chosen perform-

ance criterion.

The values of r2 in Table 2 show that model

performances are improved for all criteria.

This improvement is more significant for the three

Fig. 5. Distribution of mean performances per catchment obtained in simulation with criterion CR2.

Table 2

Mean performances of the GR3J and GR4J models and estimation

of performance improvement

GR3J GR4J r2 (%)

CR1 (%) 47.0 51.0 7.5

CR2 (%) 58.6 61.9 7.8

CR3 (%) 52.6 57.5 10.3

CR4 (%) 50.0 52.2 4.4

CR5 (%) 78.4 79.0 2.9
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first criteria, especially for CR3, which means that the

proposed model version provides better simulations of

low flows. This improvement is related to the

introduction of the percolation function into the

model and the calibration of a fourth parameter

(SMA reservoir capacity). For CR4 and CR5,

the improvement is less significant. The low

improvement obtained for the balance criterion CR5

is not surprising since conceptual rainfall-runoff

models generally manage to get quite a good water

balance. Here we have considered that the results of

Table 2 were satisfactory enough to accept

the modifications of the GR3J model and justify the

calibration of a fourth parameter in the model.

3.3. Comparison with previous studies

of model improvement

As a comparison, we calculated in Table 3, the r2

statistics from the mean simulation results in the

studies by Tan and O’Connor (1996), Lindström et al.

(1997) and Senbeta et al. (1999), that all aimed at

improving some models. The first authors proposed

a modified version, SMARY, of the SMAR model and

quantified the gain on four catchments in Tanzania,

Japan, Australia and China. The second authors gave

a new version, HBV-96, of the HBV model that they

tested on seven catchments in Sweden. The last

authors proposed two new versions of the PDISC

model that were evaluated on six catchments from

different locations in Bangladesh, China, Nepal and

Australia. All three studies used the Nash–Sutcliffe

criterion as efficiency index.

At first sight, the results of the above studies appear

more satisfactory than ours. Note, however, that they

were obtained on a limited number of tests, whereas

the test of the new GR4J model was carried out

on a sample of 429 catchments. If we look at

the performances obtained on the different catchments

with GR3J and GR4J models, we can notice that

the range of r2 statistics obtained in simulation

is quite large. The distributions of r2 statistics for

the 429 catchments with CR1 and CR3 criteria are

shown in Fig. 6 (we used the mean performance

obtained on each catchment). First it can be seen that

the GR4J version does not produce improvements in

all cases. For the CR1 criterion, that puts emphasis

on floods, performances are improved ðr2 . 0Þ in

68% of the tests and significantly so ðr2 $ 10%Þ in

34%. In contrast, they are significantly debased

ðr2 # 210%Þ in 7% of the tests. For the CR3

criterion, that puts more emphasis on low flows,

performances are improved in 71% and significantly

so in 47% of the tests, but are significantly debased

for only 9% of the tests. These results indicate

that in some small sub-samples of catchments,

the improvement of the results may be more

significant than that shown in Table 2 for the 429

catchments.

4. Discussion of model development

The development of the GR4J model is based on

some fundamental assumptions regarding the choice

of a modelling approach, the assessment of the model

structure and the determination of the maximum level

of model complexity allowed. These aspects are

discussed in the following sections.

4.1. Methodology for model development

and improvement

The GR4J model and its former versions have been

developed mostly along empirical lines. Empiricism is

understood here in the sense of a modelling process

Table 3

Values of r2 statistics calculated with the mean results (Nash–Sutcliffe criterion CR1) obtained in simulation mode in three different studies

Authors Number

of tests

Mean efficiency

of ref. model (%)

Mean efficiency

of version #1 (%)

Mean efficiency

of version #2 (%)

r2 (#1)

(%)

r 2 (#2)

(%)

Tan and O’Connor (1996) 4 49.8 62.7 25.6

Lindström et al. (1997) 7 83.6 87.4 23.2

Senbeta et al. (1999) 6 78.0 80.8 80.6 12.7 11.8
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that combines correct mathematical operators to yield

the best estimate of the observed output of the actual

rainfall-runoff transformation. GR4J could be

included among the hybrid metric-conceptual models

as defined by Wheater et al. (1993) or Young (2001).

This mode of development differs from most other

rainfall-runoff models whose construction relies on

some prior perceptions of the processes dominating

the rainfall-runoff transformation (see among others

Jayawardena and Zhou, 2000; Joukainen, 2000).

The empirical approach follows the methodology

encouraged by Nash and Sutcliffe (1970), who advised

starting from very simple models and searching for

the best ways to improve their efficiency by testing

several model modifications and keeping the most

satisfactory one. These authors say that they

“are prepared to accept additional parts and hence

greater difficulty in determining parametric values

only if increased versatility of the model makes it

much more likely to obtain a good fit between

observed and computed output”. This modelling

process is also partly advocated by Jakeman et al.

(1994) with the system identification approach that

begins with simple assumptions and evaluates

refinements by confrontation to observations.

We agree with several authors, e.g. Klemeš (1982),

who think that the “striving for improvement of an

empirical model in the absence of additional

information tends to be scientifically sterile and to

have an extremely low benefit/cost ratio from the

point of view of applications”. Here, this additional

information is provided by the large spectrum of

catchments used to check the relevance of model

improvements. The usefulness of this trial and

error approach is also acknowledged by Bergström

(1991) and Lindström et al. (1997) who used it in the

development of the widely applied HBV model.

In the case of the GR4J model, efforts have been

made to avoid introducing misconceptions due to the

apparently trivial task of applying well-known

hydraulic theories with unknown boundary

conditions. In developing the GR4J model, we asked

such a question: what could be done if we tried to

mimic catchment behaviour using a single reservoir

(see Michel, 1983)? A large number of very simple

formulations were tested, in turn, to try to mimic

reality. In this study, we tested a total of 235

modified versions of the GR3J model before

Fig. 6. Distribution of r2 statistics (relative measure of performance modification) computed with the Nash–Sutcliffe criterion values obtained

on the sample of 429 catchments when going from the GR3J to the GR4J model.
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selecting the most satisfactory one presented at the

beginning of this article.

A good example of empirical model modification

is the water exchange function that was introduced

in the GR3J model structure by Nascimento and

Michel (1992). Conceptually, this function

corresponds to the fact that most catchments are not

isolated bodies, ideally underlain by an impervious

substratum. Initially the function was introduced in

the model as an ad hoc solution to solve the problem

of ephemeral catchments. The proposed function

eventually proved very valuable for establishing

a satisfactory water balance on all types of

catchments. Conversely, removing it from the model

leads to significant performance losses.

4.2. Use of large catchment samples

for empirical model development

The empirical approach followed to develop GR4J

relies on large hydrological data sets that are used as

the only referees to accept or reject model specifica-

tions. The test sample must include a large number of

catchments (typically a few hundred) with various

climate conditions, which is possible thanks to the high

computing power quite easily available today.

Furthermore, with a large sample of catchments,

it is possible to assess the versatility of models: a

model is considered more versatile (and reliable) if it

performs well on a wide range of climate and

catchment conditions. This is explicitly or implicitly

acknowledged by the many hydrological studies that

assessed models in very different conditions (see

among others WMO, 1975; Chiew and McMahon,

1994; Chiew et al., 2002). A model that is able to

perform well for very different climate conditions can

be considered as a good safeguard against model

failure due to natural climate variability. For example,

in the spring and summer of 1976 in France, there was

a six-month period of drought with almost zero

rainfall, making climate conditions similar to those

found in tropical zones. We believe that a model that

can perform satisfactorily in semi-arid conditions is

less likely to fail in 1976 in France than a model that

does not behave well in such conditions.

Last, large test samples are the only way to make

sure that improvements are significant. We join the

point of view of Andersson (1992) who mentions

that “a certain change of model structure can improve

the model performance on some basins whereas it is

unchanged or deteriorated for other basins. (…) It is

therefore important to test the new model for a large

set of basins (…) before drawing conclusions of a

general model improvement”.

4.3. Determining the appropriate level of complexity

Several studies on rainfall-runoff modelling

have discussed the influence of complexity

(understood here as the number of optimised

parameters) on model efficiency (see e.g. Jakeman

and Hornberger, 1993; Kokkonen and Jakeman, 2001;

Perrin et al., 2001a). It has been demonstrated that the

increase in the number of model parameters could

lead to overparameterisation and ill-conditioned

problems during optimisation. Perrin et al. (2001a)

showed that a small number of parameters (three to

five), is sufficient to produce satisfactory results of

streamflow simulations at a daily time step provided

that the model structure is accurately built.

Bergström (1991) states that “optimal complexity

is the point we should try to reach for a

specific problem and it is not difficult to find examples

of too complex models which have not

contributed significantly to the solution of the

problem”. Kokkonen and Jakeman (2001) add that

“the determination of the appropriate level of model

complexity is far from straightforward”. Here, for the

modification of the GR3J model, the adequate level of

complexity was the one that allowed the best

performance in simulation mode. It was determined

by testing many different model versions with different

numbers of parameters. In total, 235 different model

structures derived from the simple GR3J model were

tested, in turn, on the 429 catchments and assessed

with the set of performance criteria. The number of

free parameters in these model versions was changed

either by freeing or fixing some parameters in the

mathematical functions or by adding or removing

some parts of the model. The level of complexity of the

tested versions was ranging between zero (no

calibrated parameters, i.e. a single model for all

catchments) and six optimised parameters.

Fig. 7 shows the performances obtained in

simulation mode on the test catchments for criteria

CR1, CR3 and CR5 (similar results were obtained for
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Fig. 7. Percentiles 0.3 of the distributions of results in simulation for the 235 model structures with 0–6 optimised parameters (the curve joins

the best performances).
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the other criteria). We used the percentiles 0.3 of the

distribution of results because mean performances are

less representative when model complexity decreases

due to negative efficiency values. The graphs indicate

that the performances increase rapidly when the

number of parameters increases from zero to three.

A fourth parameter still brings some improvement,

albeit small in the case of the balance criteria (CR5).

Performances then reach a plateau when a fifth and a

sixth parameters are added and show no significant

gain. The maximum performance even decreases

slightly in the case of criteria CR3 and CR5. Hence,

at a daily time-step, four parameters seem to be the

most reliable level of complexity, confirming that a

parsimonious model is sufficient to simulate catch-

ment behaviour, as also argued by Kokkonen and

Jakeman (2002) among others.

Note, however, that among the tested four-

parameter structures, the proposed GR4J model is

not the best performing one according to all

the performance criteria, as shown by the arrows in

Fig. 7. The choice of this particular structure is, in

fact, a compromise between several modelling

qualities highlighted by the five evaluation criteria.

5. Conclusion

In this article, we presented an improved version of

the daily lumped rainfall-runoff GR4J model.

This model was developed to get the best average

results on a large sample of catchments, as a guarantee

of model robustness. The model structure is concise

with a small number of parameters. The test of the

model showed that, compared to other models of

the same type, its results are statistically among the

best. The improvement made in model efficiency is

significant in comparison with the previous model

version, especially with respect to low-flow

simulation. These results suggests that improvements

can be achieved when the model structure remains

simple.

The GR4J model was developed along empirical

lines, questioning every part of the structure. Only

four free parameters were kept in the model. This

parsimony was not a specific objective of our research

but an interesting by-product of the stringent model-

ling approach adopted here.

During our research, we found that the choice of

the model structure was incredibly difficult due to the

lack of knowledge of how the catchment behaves as a

whole, which may be a ‘handicap of empirical

modelling’ as remarked by Klemeš (1982).

Several functions appeared equivalent in terms of

model efficiency and the final choice often leaned

towards the simplest formulations. It is likely that the

model version proposed here will evolve in the future,

to further improve its reliability. As progress is made,

a better definition of the model structure may be

reached. Complementary ways will have to be

explored to make other significant advances.

The complementarity between models could also

define new ways of model improvement, exploring

model structure with different scales of temporal

lumping (see Mouelhi, 2003).

The improved reliability of models like GR4J

heightens confidence in their use within a range of

hydrological applications where water engineers are

looking for reliable tools. The GR4J model, coupled in

some cases with a stochastic rainfall model, has

already been applied to medium or extreme flood

assessment (Perrin and Michel, 2002), reservoir

design, reservoir management (Yang et al., 1991,

1995), long-term drought forecasting (Perrin et al.,

2001b), short-term flood forecasting (Yang and

Michel, 2000). It has been argued that models of this

type cannot be used for other applications such as

assessing the impacts of land-use and climate change,

or water quality management, on the grounds that they

lack physical foundation. Although it is acknowledged

that conceptual lumped rainfall-runoff models are far

from being able to tackle satisfactorily the formidable

problem of assessing the consequences of climate

change, models like the GR4J seem to be the best

suited to detecting changes in a basin behaviour

(Andréassian, 2002), as opposed to physically based

models that incorporate pre-arranged answers. When

we know enough about the consequences of already

identified phenomena, it will be possible to establish

correlative rules that would enable engineers to predict

the result of the most commonly observed land-use

changes. Last, regarding water quality problems, it

seems wise to start with a simple model that produces

good streamflow predictions, since pollutants and

suspended-matter fluxes are closely related to flow.

Attempts have already been made to combine simple
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models and nitrate transport modules, e.g. by Ma et al.

(1990) and Van Herpe (2000) on the basis of the GR3J

model and TOPMODEL, respectively. We believe

that a fruitful way forward would be to develop

empirically, bit by bit, the additive components needed

to produce other outputs such as chemical-substance

concentrations. Such an approach is likely to be more

effective in the long-term than hoping that all problems

will be solved simultaneously once a perfect physi-

cally based model has been developed.
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